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Map A. System Dynamics Map “The Center of the World Civilization”
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Map B. Scorecard
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101. KGB (block the information center and academic center near the Electric
Boat, a wholly owned subsidiary of General Dynamics; support culture with a

concept “Far from Haven” through Morgan, Brown & Joy, LLP)

102. politics.

103. technologies-

104. children's drawing (culture, education)

105. separatism.106. nationalism (a concept
“Far from Haven”)

fictitious

107. responsibility to serve the citizens through service.

108. CIA (effect with a vacuum cleaner accident – an agreement between
the worker and the foreman (USS Miami in Maine (2012); GAO reports)

114. take a political stand.

109. USAID.

112. supporting goodwill (blocked by a concept “Far from Haven”)

110. urging robust efforts (blocked by a concept “Far from Haven” & by
Morgan, Brown & Joy, LLP)

510. information center
and academic center

111. governmental efforts (100%
+ by funding; 0% of patents)

113. diplomatic efforts (to neutralize KGB)

502. Russia (to do a collaboration project with Ukraine with
gradual involvement of Russia ; use shipyard in Groton, CT)

501. Ukraine.

501. Ukraine-
503.1 fictitious chauvinism

(lack of patents; transition to
self-financing)

503.2 fictitious
nationalism.

1: 504. reinforcement of the formation “nobility princes of Russia”
(blocking & transferring technology to the aesthetic event)

505. Russian roly-poly doll (a need for a collaboration project)

Instructions: Developing a Scoring Criteria

1. take each “process” (## 102 – 502) from the Map “The Center of the World Civilization”

2. determine if a process belongs to “the aesthetic event” or “the ethical event”

3. assign evaluation scale (1-10) and potential trajectory (red arrow)

4. next to each “process” to show steps for confrontation of the events with the effects of development/ liquidation

Example: 108. CIA (effect with a vacuum cleaner accident – an agreement between the worker and
the foreman (USS Miami in Maine (2012); GAO reports)

;

an arrow with a delay mark represents a lacking process or a delay processNote.
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Map C. Morgan, Brown & Joy, LLP Goal: to neutralize the US shipbuilding industry through terror
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Morgan, Brown & Joy, LLP – a law firm representing
management in the United States

701. satisfaction of
personal ambitions

702. The trial of the "Grand
Inquisitor" (The algorithm

developed by F. Dostoevsky)

703. D. Trump

704. MIT School of
Architecture and Planning

705. Putin

706. Terror

707. Christianity

708. Islam

709. President of
Czech Republic

710. Rossotrudnichestvo

711. Pedophilia

712. The Gulag

713. Solovetsky Islands

714. Elba (Napoleon)

715. The Grand
Inquisitor's tools

900. "same people, who to-day were
kissing Thy feet, to-morrow at one

bend of my finger, will rush to add fuel
to Thy funeral pile... Wert Thou aware

of this? "
121. the
aesthetic

event

122. the
ethical
event

103. technologies.701. satisfaction of
personal ambitions.

M. Bakhtin, “ Toward a Philosophy
of the Act”, University of Texas

Press Slavic series, No. 10 Michael
Holquist, General Editor (1993)

Map "The Center of the
World Civilization"

900. NO to
information center

901. NO to
academic center

902. errors with
detonating effects

903. NO to PhD students

904.ethics of
discrimination instead of

business ethics

905. of the attorneys in
the law firm itself

906. of the management
in the United States

910. developed acts of
terrorism against

representatives from the
social systems for

transitioning to Putin

909. terror against the
building security

911. terror against employees of
other companies renting pace in

the same building

912. closed company
with NKVD work

methods

908. no connection
with the US citizens

914. NO to recruiting

915. NO to round-table
discussions (at the industry
panels and symposiums)

916. NO to presenting
engineering work through

live media

917. NO to an opportunity for
every employee to select a style

of management

918. NO to defense of
engineering work through
academia work/ research

MBJ CASE

919. contract for
building protection

920. contract for special
security is absent

921. discrimination
of other companies

in the building

922. terrorizing human
capital of the companies

701. satisfaction of
personal ambitions. 0

900. NO to
information center 0

901. NO to
academic center 0

902. errors with
detonating effects 0

903. NO to PhD
students 0

904.ethics of discrimination
instead of business ethics 0

905. of the attorneys in
the law firm itself 0

906. of the management
in the United States 0

910. developed acts
of terrorism against
representatives from
the social systems
for transitioning to

Putin 0

909. terror against the
building security 0

911. terror against employees of
other companies renting pace in

the same building 0

912. closed company with
NKVD work methods 0

908. no connection
with the US citizens 0

914. NO to
recruiting 0

915. NO to round-table
discussions (at the industry
panels and symposiums) 0

916. NO to presenting
engineering work through

live media 0

917. NO to an opportunity for
every employee to select a style

of management 0

918. NO to defense of
engineering work through

academia work/ research 0

MBJ CASE 0

919. contract for
building protection 0

920. contract
for special
security is
absent 0

921. discrimination of other
companies in the building 0

922. terrorizing human
capital of the companies 0

953. concept “balance
of interests” (Ross).

953. concept “balance
of interests” (Ross)
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Map D. Morgan, Brown & Joy, LLP forms troops of upper management for their work in government & corporate structures 
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103. technologies.

Map "The Center of the
World Civilization"

701. satisfaction of
personal ambitions.

900. NO to
information center.

901. NO to
academic center.

902. errors with
detonating effects.

903. NO to PhD
students.

904.ethics of
discrimination instead of

business ethics.

905. of the attorneys in
the law firm itself.

906. of the management
in the United States.

910. developed acts of
terrorism against

representatives from
the social systems for
transitioning to Putin.

909. terror against the
building security.

911. terror against employees of
other companies renting pace in

the same building.

912. closed company with
NKVD work methods.

908. no connection
with the US citizens.

914. NO to
recruiting.

915. NO to round-table
discussions (at the industry
panels and symposiums).

916. NO to presenting
engineering work through

live media.

917. NO to an opportunity for
every employee to select a style

of management.

918. NO to defense of
engineering work through
academia work/ research.

MBJ CASE 0

919. contract for
building protection.

920. contract for
special security is

absent.

921. discrimination of
other companies in the

building.

922. terrorizing human
capital of the companies.

950. Prof. Ernst Frankel
program at MIT

951. NAVY
projects952. changing the

individual ambitions

953. concept “balance
of interests” (Ross)

954. MIT

954. PhD program
955. classes in

Harvard

956. child care 957. elementary school 958. middle school 959. high school

960. world symposium for school
students on annual basis

961. world symposium for university
students on annual basis

962. world symposium for university
professors on annual basis

963. every company
employee – a participant of

any symposium

964. every company
employee - an initiator of
new research questions

965. 100% of cases
by MBJ: employees
were discharged due

to this reason

966. life cycle: from Liberty ships to present time

967. there are art academies in the US
968. there are music academies in the US

969. there is NO shipbuilding academy in the US
970. to replace buying a drink to a boss with patents /improvement

initiatives & how many employees are following you as a leader

971. roundtable
discussions

973. Plato

974. Navy
vessel

972. roundtable
discussions

977. Boeing experiments on presenting work through live interactions with engineers in their offices

976. 100+ TV channels

975. Hollywood

978. 100 leaders
979. engineer

980. manager

981. live
interaction

982. concepts
of leader's

work

983.
engineer

adapts one
manager or

another

984. a team
is built

985. engineer 986. engineer – manager 987. academic work

988. product
989. taxpayer'

money

990. product
991. law firm 992.

taxpayer'
money

993. taxpayers
are blocked

from
communication

994. reason:
attorneys

satisfy
personal

ambitions of
upper

management

996.
“balance

of
interests”

(Ross)

Abbreviation:
Morgan, Brown &
Joy, LLP = MBJ

996. tool

997. MBJ blocks an
employee/ a citizen who

finances the project
through their tax money

998.
transparency
effects = 0

999. MBJ
closed to
ordinary
citizens

1000. MBJ
opened to

upper
management

only

1001. NO channels for
employees /citizens

1002. MBJ accepts
upper management only

1003. letter from
MBJ “direct all

future communication
to me” (dated

August 30, 2011)

1004. Putin – terror - Turkey

1005. Putin – terror -  Ukraine

1006. Putin - terror - countries
of the post-soviet space

1007.
therefore

1008. Putin
– terror –
the United

States

1009. Rogozin to the US
attorneys: give me
military-industrial

complex employees

1010. Only
American law firms

can provide this
supply-demand

framework


